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lnthe. fieldoftaxat1on,
legislaUV'e repeal ofadlllinistrative regu,
lations isa common procedure.. 1. think it is lesscommon:i.:n other goyern~ntalprograms.

>

As you can see from the report whichlhav~ just read,

the Department opposes that approach in the matter of vocational education
for Indians.
The report makes clear, however, that we have no quarrel with the
idea that vocational education for Indians should not be arbitrarily
denied.
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As I stated in the report, our new regulations willlllakeit clear
Vocational Training program is available to Indlanswho live out-

side but hear thereservationswJten the failure to provide

theservic~s

would have a direct effect upon Bureau programs within the reservation
boundaries..

We do not believe ltis good policy to deny assistance to an

off-reservationlndian when the only practical alternative is for him to
return to the reservation and increase the Government's. responsibilities.
If, among the aims of the Federal Indian program we list attainment
by Indians of the maximum degree of self-sufficiency which their abilities
permit, an educational program, includipga vocational education program,
has the highest priority.
To this principle I wholeheartedly subscribe.
But a basic worry haunts me that the Federal Government may be doing
only part of its job, or may be tying one hand behind its back, if i t

These are challenges that we can meet right now. Let us use Guam as the
laboratory in which we can develop the instruments of a democratic government
constructed to promote the society you want to create, or to preserve, in Guam.
In so doing you serve not only your own interests but by your example those of the
other Pacific Islands. Your success will demonstrate to the world that free
institutions serve the ultimate goals of free men.
I place upon you, therefore, a heavy burden in the struggle of the free world
for the survival of those institutions which permit me to speak with you today--not
as a superior authority, but as a partner in the process of advancing our mutual
interests.
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